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President McCaffrey
Mary Alynn E'Golf
Stat! Writer

AfterscrviDs as President of the Uni vers
ity of the Pacific since
1971
E. McCaffrey plans to retire following the 1986-87 school year.

� McCaffrey

has had a distingu ish
� career as an educator.
.
10com1n1 to UOP, he serve d as VIce president of the University of
on a state-wide basis. Along with serving on a number
of
ll co)Jeges and universities, McCaffrey was president of the
Bay
eoundl which, 'works for environmental improvement, generally
10 improve the quality of life in the
San Francisco Bay Area,' he
'

·

Mh there has not been a dramatic shift in the students, he has

twO types of changes. According to McCa
ffrey, students place
cmpbasls on preparing for a career. 'Students throughout the

including here at UOP, are more career-oriented, whereas earlier

w a aood deal of emphasis on doing your own thing,' he said.

in the news...
De Reapn administration has proposed holding the next summit
with the Soviets after the November 4 election and before the

holidays, a senior State Department official said Friday.
�viets have not yet agreed to the date f�r th�
-.,.....,._..., Pte!idenl Reagan and Soviet leader Mtktrail

anti-amcer treatment that uses a new type of natural
attack tumors has been so successful in mice that doctors
to start human treatment in a few weeks.

A bomb exploded at lunchtime Friday in a crowded Paris

;

•meat -.ore cafeteria. The frre department sai� at l�t 38 �ple
.. illunld, two of them seriously. There was no tmmediat� clatm of
il'alllility
lllb for the blast at the Casino Department Store m the La
mm,,_,...;,.J complex west of Paris. The blast was the second

._hlltlltlo week in Paris.

announced Thursday night that all �S of �he
political prisoners would be released by Monday 10 a !'laJor
step by the government of General Wojciech Saruzelsl?· �e
wiiJ clear Poland's jails of leaders of the �anne� Solidanty
llld other opposition activists for the frrst tune smce general
in 1984.

tiisb authorities

.
York
operation between Pakistan and New
ked
wor
who
destroyed with the arrest of a husband and WI'fe

.
.\direct-mail herom

federaJaovernment.

Students are also much more cooperative and
supportive, in a sense, than
they have been in the past.
President McCafrey has several achievement
s which he hopes will
remain long after his retirement. 'I really initiated
the long :oorange planning
studies that have been made. and person
ally initiated the primary
objectives of having the University established
as one of the fmest
moderate-sized institutions in the western pan of the
country. As a goal
toward which our efforts are directed, I think that's one
that will always
challenge us. We're ;,ot there yet. but we're moving in that
direction,'
said McCaffrey.
The whole area of development and fund-raising has been
expanded,
improved, and strengthened in the past few years. 'I haven't done
all this
myself. I initiated a number of these things and have been given strong
support. However, in every case, there have been many others who
have
played a very important part , • he said.
President McCaffrey feels that the emphasis and support he has given
the whole area of Student Life has been important. 'I have supported

the career
Jll••:;-..upus recruitment is currently taking place ators will take
....� l Placement Center. Open sign-up for all
attended last
Sept. 29 starting at 7a.�. Fo� �h
For further
26
t
�tation, priority sign-up will be . n.,
contact the Placement Office.

�

·

:

�·

·

·

•

While President McCaffrey pre
pares for his retirement in 1987,
the Presidential �ch Com:uit
tee, chaired by Dean Gorilon
Schaber of the McGeorge School
of Law, too ks for his successor.
One task of the search commit
tee will be to establish criteria for
the search process. Candidates for
the position of president of the

University of the Pacific will be
expected to have an earned doctor
ate or its equivalent; a record of
university teaching and scholar
ship; a record of upper-le�el acade
mic administration; expenence and
effectiveness in fund-raising; ex
perience in working effectively
with faculty, staff, students, parents,
community groups, government
agencies, and members of govern
ing boards; an awareness o� the
issues facing independent htgher
education and a commitment to
academic excellence as applicable
to a mid-size d independ ent
university.

f Student AdvisorS .

killa Center with the help 0
� Sn-""-'lieoff,.a..
. !-c:ourses this m onth:
_ .. ti
.

'"uaa ID1D1
.::�:'""
6.3()-8·00 p. m.
....�
..- �
�
Tuesday,September23 ,
'4:00..S:30p.m.
_

�

2S
IJa
-Thursday, Septem
�OIk'nt
c Skills Center .
A
e
th
d
in
presente
are
-u-couraes
call946-24S8.
PbluiPI Center 241. For more information,
.
•

The president of a university is respon ible to
the aovernina board of
the university (in McCaffrey' case, the Board of
Jleacnts) for the total
academic program of the university. 'The presiden
t's responsibility to the
university for the fundrai ing and public relattons
is very important. 1be
president should also try to keep weD-informed,
• he said.
The President and Mr . McCaffrey have thought for many years
that this might be the right time to retire. 'We have mixed emotions
about
it. We love being at the Unh:ersity, we've enjoyed it in all respects,'
he
said.
The M.;Caffrey plan to move from Stockton to Mor13a
, where they
have built a home ahd where they will pursue
a variety of interests
including tennis and jogging.

An advertisement for the posi
tion of presid�nt of the University
vas placed m the 'Chronicle of
Htgber Education' dunng th week
of September 3. Since that ti�e,
.
applications have been amvmg.
'We have been receiving several
applications daily,• said Dean Fen
nell.
The search committee is accept
ing nominations of presidential can-

didates from the University
community. 'We invite, particular
ly, any student or faculty member
to submit their recommendations
and we will pay close attention to
them, • said Dean Schaber.
The committee also will send
statements to all prospective candidates explaining the position, the
University of the Pacific, and the
Stockton area .
.
AD correspondence concenung
nominations and applications
should be sent to Dean Fennell,
Institutional Research Office,
Knoles Hall.

t
�
o

�
�
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the 86-87 IICademk year,

Fee increase allows for improvements
Barbara M accarone
SHiff

Wrtter

Students returned to campus this
faD to find paved parkin& lots,
more parkiog spaces , and a $50
. ...tons desiaNew parau,. ��-'8'
nate parkin& areas to be • A • .or
lots. •A • lots are localed m the
center on QIDPUS. School of Edu
cation lot, Kjeldsen Pool lot, soro
ity and fraternity lot, School of

�!�

lot, Cowell Heal th
the Townhoule Joe.
and
Center Jot
'B' lots are bebind Spanos Center,
near the teaDia QOUI1S and the Joe
Meadocmo Ave. 1be

.Pha rmac y

boulaiDa
price for an •A• permit is S50 wbile
eo�t sto.
the •8•

"-

the expansion of Student Life activiues. I really bdieYe that the
experiences a student has outside the classroom , in resident
ial life,
student government, the new paper, d rama - all different
upec:ts
of student life- are extremely valuable. They complement, in an
important way, what one learn in the classroom,• he
saki.

Selection Committee
hard at work

parking

Oa.-__

plans '87 retirement

After aevcral meetinp with the

faculty, students, and

�ra

tion, the committee devised the
two-sticker plan. The $50 fee had
bepn as a $(JO fee, but was cte.
atascd after student input at a
May 2, 1985 open meet�na.
1be $50 fee is II&.1Ual1y compara
ble to IDOit co0eaa in the area and
Jess apensive than many. For ex
IIJII)Ie. it COltS $100 per year to
put at Stanford and $186 a year at
usc.
1n return for tbe S50 parkin&
fee, students, faculty and staff are
reccivina more partina spaces ,
more tiabtinl . and more leCUI'e
....JdD&Iota.
�to Vice PlaidM Clf.
DocbtiP�U. 'It's becD a mat-

ter of con 1derable dt u ton,
since parking has been an increas
ing problem for the past half dozen
years.•
The parking problem has esca
lated in the past three years WJth
on campus construction. Burcham
Way was dosed due to the lib�
expansion project, thus eliminatma
parkina and forcing student to
park elsewhere .
Parkin& in the sorority and frat
ernity lot was ample but not

cure. The lot was poorly ht and
was aax=ssable to PaafiC Avenue
and the Calaveras River
Leonard Abbott. Uruvemty ar
chitcct stated that 'Security hu
been a problem; we've had thefts

wbere people dnve off VJ& the
Pacific Avenue exit. Also, we've
had problems where people come
over the levy into the parkin& lot.'
In 1983, Public Safety conduct·
ed a •ucty cxanunina the security
problema on campus Increased
tiahdn& and more secure areas
were suuested.
Under the influence of that
qacstion, the Looa Ranae Plan
Dina and Bud&et Committee bepn
ltUdyina the problem.
Accordma to Dochterman,
'1beir original concern was securi
ty and the deterioration of lots on
the south campus.'
In the fmance center, there has
been a steady flow of students,
fiiCUlty, and staff purchuna the

pemuU. Carla

Cole, cashier, said
'The studenu have been peat; it'
been very busy in here.'
Wbile the lioea in the rmance
center have been Jona, not ever
yone is happy wtth the new J*'kin&
co t
Dr.
Linda
Nolan,
Communicabons profe11or stated,
'It's disgustina to have to pay $50
•

to park.'

Some Townhoule raideata felt
that their lot shouldn't be conlld 
ered an • A • lot beeaule it is far
away from the campus and the lot

is still unpaved.

'I don't feel tbll Townboule
residents should ha\le to pay S50 to
part in the dirt," l&lled Relidcn«
sistant Tom Phillips, wbo plans to
circulate a petition to ellber c:blate
the lot to 'B' parkina or to pave the
lot.
The Townhoule lot
not included in the renovldoa project.
So, tbouah tbe lot uapawd IOd
umafc, lbldeals are farced to 'buy
an • A • permit to (Wk tbeir c:m
close to their apartmeiD .
'We have no other option,
there's no other piiCC that we can
part,• stated Rich Tomuco, an
other Townhoule l'llident .
While there are problema with
the new system, there are benefits:
paved lob, lDcnUed liahtina and
added puldna pllces.
Senior John Lolievaki IWed
"With the improved parldaa, it'
worth it.'

2
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news
Holt library full

ASUOP

improvements

of

off

to

and

Senate

strong

This colum n will app eat we ekly,
Editor's note:
activities ofASUOP and the Senate.
highlighting the

ASUOP

l is now open to the University C&In.
ASUOP Trave
with a local travel agency to provide
pus, Working
e lowest fares posst'ble...
0 mers with th
cus t
' '
.
a Variety
ts now open, prov1 dmg
ASUOP Loan Store
n
stude
ts.Check the
equipment to UOP
of applianc es and
·
·
rs.
store for posted hou
services include the GraphicsOepar.
P
UO
Other AS
Store, and a range of emploYment
·tment, the Grocery
possibilities...
.
ess/Fme Arts presents
UPBEAT/Cultural Awaren
e Festival's production of T1rf
the Berkeley Shakespear
tember25 at8p. m. . ..
Tempest. Thursday, Sep
the AG Spanos
in
ASUOP Concerts presents Berl at
...
6
198
Center. Sunday October 19,

SENATE

open
are individual rudy carrel for
either one or two people. These
k feature their own indhidual
lightin unit. 'The ernph i has
been on breaking up the tudy
y Bender-Lamb. 'There
nre ,
•

is nothing like what the econd
floor used to be. no big room full
of tudy tab! . '

"In the long

run,

everyone

will be much better
\'ed.'

r

)'h·i Bender-Lamb

The new library features also

in Jude an electronic security
tem

ys

imilar to that of the book

tore. 'Thi
will get students
checked in and out faster and it
d
away with the searching of
y Bender-Lamb.
The periodical area h� changed
also . In the new Yting all the
periodical are out in the open.
tudcnt are encouraged to browse
and find their i ues. 'We're tl)ing
to promote acce
and have
udent take advantage of the new
,•

with

blab

Senate task committees were formed to achieve
Senate goals...
Discussion at SenateRetreat includedissuesaffecting
of activity fees and
the UOP campus, such as distribution
university programs and services ...
Senators made a committment to keep an eye on

pnlse

third level of the new wing.
A further change in the library
exist only in the planning stages. It
i the turnover from today's card
catalog to and on-line catalog com
puter c;y tern. 'We now have the

�-tem,' says Bender-Lamb. 'In
the long run, everyone will be
served much better.
Periodicals will not be permitted
to leave the libral)·, but the libral)'
staff sees thi as a posith·e aspect of

wiring capacity for the needed com
says Bend er
puter terminals,
Lamb. 'We're not quite ready yet,

the new . ystem. According to Ben
der-Lamb, i ues will remain in the
library and students will experience
le s frustration over missing

•

but we're looking forward to that
day. Automation is coming.'

magazines.
'We are encouraging students

According to Bender-Lamb, in

to use their Ve ndaCards to
photocopy the articles they need,'
he c;ays. The library .,.,;n be contin
uing their VendaCard ser"ice, a
pecjalized photocopy charge card
for -students:
ught through the

the first month of the new library's
operation,

she

has

seen

a

resurgence of interest. 'It's amaz
ing, people are discovering things
we've had for years. It was just so

Library Photocopy Center.
Another major change that has

crowded before, they didn't know
we had them.' With all the new

occurred is the trMsfer of one of
the University's major brMch li

questions, Bender-Lamb believes
they will have to add more staff
members at the Reference Desk.

braries to the new wing. The Holt
Atherton Center for Western Stu

dies, previously located in the Sch

'We hope students will see it as a
nice place to study,' Bender-Lamb.
'We believe we've prepared a place

ool of Education, now occupies
much of the lower level. This center
hou� the John Muir Collection,
mMy articles on local Califor

that we can be proud of. One
faculty
member
comment ed
yesterday that it was almost like

nia history, Md the UOP archives.

walking into Stanford or Berke

With the completion of Phase II,

ley.'

the Music Library, Mother branch
library, will be transferred to the

Mason remembered
collegial approa h to University
life. He al'iO .,
active in working
with doctoral candidates in the
School of Education.
Professor Mason was active in
the community as a facilitator to
the task force on Ho pita! Staff
Relatton at St. Joseph's Ho pital
in Stockton.
The avid reader and piano play
er i survived by two children.
In the word of one of his
coUeagu , Dr. Eugene Rice, cur
rem chairman of the Sociology
Department, 'Jack was a valued
colleague who will be mi sed in the
department. He was detply com

mitted to maintaining professional

autonomy of faculty and insisted
on keeping the dialogue Ytith stu
dents an ongoing enterprise in all
of his cia!
. Jack: was a highly
principled man who served the
department well.'

wUl be opening ln Feb
ruary 1987.

Tbe

16,278 to choose from -all
Save Time and Improve Your Grades!'

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Gmi&213-477-s226'��·
Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave 1206·SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Custom research also available-all levels

COPA seeks enthusiastic
The College of the Pacific Associ�.tion (COPA) is currently scar·
ching for interested and enthusiastic sophomores and juniors to serw
as assemblypersons during the 1986-87 school year.
COPA is a university-funded student group responsib� fer
aiding COP students during their academic careers at UOP. 'In tbe
past,' says COPA President Antonio Porras, 'COPA has done this by
printing the courses and faculty evaluations of COP, by funding cam
pus clubs that promote positive interaction of COP students, and by
special events such as the Valentine's Dance...'
Being a COPA Assemblyperson involves attending weekly or bi
weekly meetings and participating in a number of committees and
projects. Porras and COPA Vice-President Christine Craigie are
looking forward to an active and exciting year with COPA.
All students interested in becoming assemblypersons or just
helping out and are registered in COP, are asked to stop by the COPA
office at 107 Bannister Hall (by Student Advising and the Housing Of.
flee) or call946-2304.

Conservatory gets facelift

When the Conservatory of Mu
sic was built in 1924, it was consid
ered the 'fmest music building west
of the Mississippi River,' said
Dean Carl Nosse. Today the Con
servatory is trying to update that
image through the renovation of its
auditorium.
One area of renovation will be
the seating in the Conservatory
auditorium. Dean Carl Nosse says
though the renovations are not
taking up more space,the seatin
g
capacity will be reduced from 1200
to 1000,due to the larger, mor
e
comfortable seats. 'That (num
ber)
mee ts the need s of this cam
pus
very well,' said the dea n.
The pro jec ted cos
t of this
r�novation is $1,200,00
0. A por
tion of this figure was
generated
through a significant
gift from
AI�x G. Spanos; however, the
.
ongmal
do na tio n
of
ov er
Sl ,000,000 wa s ma
de b y an

and
Medical
Sociology.
He was _trongly committed to
liberal arts Md maintaining the

RESEARCH PAPsubject
ERSs

campus safety...
Major goals will include the allocation ofmoney to
campus clubs ...

�---�,
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ST. GEORGE'S UNIVE R
S TY
SCHOOL OF MEDIC I
INE
c,RI..."\AilA. \\ L.,T IM>
ll:..'l

George's UnM!fS11y School
of Medicllle w�h
t an
offer s a ngorous. rnne·&emeSier pr r
IOSOgrBduatesllcen sed •n 33
og am te mg l'lto th
states.
In January 1985.
e degree of
Journal of the
Doc
rlca
Med1c1ne.
n Medical Asaoc
ran cd St Georges nurrber
of a �Ot loretgn med•cal lattoo
a
rate on the ECFMG E.>:am
SChools •n
re
t
9d
e •n•t•al ppor
70 rnedtcal schools "' the Untted State
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s
accept ed 011er
WJth
st
630 St George
s SlUder ts
St George's has I'9CeNed P'obat
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JcrS()V subject to regulatiOnS ollhe s
&pproya
i 10
ch 11�:al cle
d
rksh•ps 111 N�
Boar of Exam tners
A LDan Program 1of Entertng St
has been tnshtuted f(lr 8 h
iTllt ed num
ber of qualtlt
For III IOifnatJon p1e
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·
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A second Monymou s
allowed for the renovation
redecoration of the concert
and for the heating of the
building. These are two
the Conservatory has never
Other features of the
include a new floor and .ad
treatment, a new restroom.
new entrance which will be
by an awning.
If no other delays OCCIJ!•
Nosse predicts the renovatioO'
be completed by FebruarY I,
Upon completion of the neW
torium a dedication will be
which world class and other
ble name performers are
to appear.

olle
WANT TO HELP
UP 1
(/
BECOME AN R.A. OR S.A. AND YOU WILL oEv£1.
SKILLS FOR HELPING:
COMMUNICATION. PROGRAMMING·
lEADERSHIP. COUNSELING. FACILITATION
Postttons avatlabte tor the

1967-68 Acade mtc year

ArrLICATl� .J!'IfQRMATtON

kA Off•<• Stud•"'
Lilt-·t" floor Knotu Hj(lll

Apply S�pt 8

tH' t1

,.,,..,,. "'"*
SA irw��'"' At4vtt•n&

O�Adhne Sept 29
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Loans tough to get
start
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d

campus notes

1

m n will a ppe a ,. .....
"' eek
l
SUOP a nd t he Sen
a te.
Y,

ring, con;puter. SCl·en�e, social science and
business adr:nginee
..
g rads go , ewer JOb of , ers last spring, but start
ing salaries
tratio n
ors were up .an average of two percent durin
g 1985 the
oUJUS ostp 111aj ent Council
reported l ast week
'
lac em
con est percentage salary leaps were for.
hum
anit
ies grads (1 0 0
Bigg
an average $19,296 a year), economics grads (el'ght
percent
..reent to and soo'al science
grads (etght
·
·
percent to $19,980).
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open to the University
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ilt'Ofkers

include the Grap hics DePar
and a range of emploUn.
J

Ulent
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Arts prese
nts
Festival's production of
Th e
25 at8p.m....
Berlin at the AG Sp

TE

suspends lab Workers for shipping heads across country

e
ennsylvania's Med Center
dropped Dr. Martin
l)niv rsitr of P
1ts staff and suspended two lab workers in a probe
m
o
fr
or
into
..d
,
of he ads and body parts from the med school.
� 'fhe Jab workers reportedly said they sold cadaver
� and arms for $65 to Spector, who then alleg heads for $150
edly sold them to
ch labs around the country.
·.
said the sch�me--whic� was uncovered when delivery
in Colorado found heads m leaky boxes marked with Spec'(/s return addr�s--would, if. true, violate state and ethical
of sending body parts out of state.
�blbitions

·
travel agency to
Pr VId
e
possible...
open, providing aVari
to UOP stud ents .Ch
eck

tJjYeiSitY of Minnesota Finds It Hung Painting Incorrectly For 30
Years

CalllPUS museum director Lyndel King says she recently
�ered �?e m�seum had hung Gc:orgia O'Keefe's 1928 oil "Orien
lll
erUcally for 30 years mstead of horizontally,
ies

anos

1986 ...

·

PoPP
as it was
:
Jllllllt to be VIewed.
King discovered the error in mid-August while doing research for
111essayon the museum's permanent collection.
'What the heck,' she said. 'It looks terrific either way.'

formed to achiev
e

included issues affecting
• u..,•uv·u of activity fees
and

N.Y. Technical College Student Goes On Shooting Rampage

Polic e charged student Van Anthony Hall, 28, with attempted
lllf(!er, assault and weapons possession charges in connection with a
�ute shooting spree at the Brooklyn campus.
Hall, reportedly distraught over money he claimed the school
owed him, killed his work-study supervisor and wounded four others
tith a han dgun and ·an automatic weapon during the spree.

to ke ep an eye on
the allocation of money to

Guards mistake crime for passion

nthusiastic help

Security guards Donald Shandy and Kim A vadikian thought they

,,

�''""'''"·Ll"'u (COPA) is cu:rently sear·
.
sophomores and Jumors to serve

school year·
.
stud�nt group respons! �
academic careers at UOP. In the
· Porras, 'COPA has done thisby
.........-..
evaluatlons o f COP, b y funding ....
interaction of COP students, and by

for l.

�

;

t.1 stumbled on two students consensually making love by a campus
e��last week, and declined to intervene.
'I have seen students having sex in unusual places before,' Shanty
J1
Ill.
But the scene was actually a violent rape of student Katherine
!kftlka 19 who died a few hours later.
l

�::e �ted a suspect t�o days later.

Ill

·

s Dance .. . '
involves attending weekly or biin a number of committees and
President Christine Craigie aJe
exciting year with COPA.
.
ust
becoming assemblypersons or J
COPA
the
COP are asked to stop by
g Of·
Stude t Advis ing and the Housin
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Students run ou ·on new 1'd law

•
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·

"
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'*aa Pulls Father Curran's Right To Teach A t Catholic CoUeges

Ending two years of debate, the Vatican ordered Catholic
Uuiversity of America to fire Father Charles E. Curran as a theology
leacher because he argued in class against Vatican doctrine.

Slighty Off Campus

anonomous donor.
o
1
allowed construction � .
l
dinJS
bui
new Con serv atory
begin.

·

IIIII drinking age law, which went into effect Sept. 1 .

gets facelift
.

; J� : •� .,
•
,.�ri A'tfl' · �;;.n,,••

Bars in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico last week reported serving huge
awds of students who crossed the Rio Grande from New Mexico
a&tund Texas at El Paso to escape Texas' new 21-year-old minimum

�

-

. •.

pirit'l�.

·

�0

N
. �ly four million students natlonwlde may have trouble getting
stude?t loans soon, a bankers'
.
assoc1at10n warned last week.
.
The mtere
st rates students pay
on new loans will rise while many
banks, says the Consumer Bankers
Associatio (CBA) in Washington,
�
DC, may s1mply stop making student loans if Congress approves a
proposal to cut a special government allowance the banks get for
making the loans.
'Many banks mav ju<;t get out
(of the student loan bu!tiues�) completely,' says William Clohan. the
group's lawyer.
'Students are gomg to have to
look very hard for an institution
willing to loan them money,' adds
Bill Kidwell of the National Educa
tional Lenning Center:
The last cut in the special gov
ernment allowance in March. 1986,
c o n v i n c e d Ca lif orni a-b a s e d
Security Pacific Bank to stop
making student loanl.. The bank
sold the loans it had already made
to Marine Midland Bank.
But even Marine Midland offi
cials are not optimistic. 'The bot
tom line,' says bank official Greg
Lancaster, 'is some banks are go
ing to say 'why are we in this?"
About 13,000 lenders are in the
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
program now, Clohan estimates.
Their worry is a provision, ap
proved three weeks ago by a
House-Senate conference commit·
tee, in the proposed Higher Educa
tion Reauthorization Act that
would cut the spec1al allowance
banks get.
To encourage banks to make
marginally profitable loans to stu
dents, the government has let the

:
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Colleges, states and the federal
government gave out more than
$21 billion in financial aid to stu
dents to get through the 1985-86
school year, but students coulan't
as mu<1h educatiOf! wjth t as
they could f ive years ago, a new
report by the College Board says.
'Financial aid for students
amounted to over $21 billion in
1985-86, a 23 percent gain over
1980-81, although that's before
adjusting for inflation,' says Janet
Hansen, the board's director of
policy analysis.
After adjusting for inflation,
however, it seems the increase in
the number of aid dollars didn't
help all that much.
'In real dollars, (the amount of
aid) dropped three percent over
that period ' she �ays, adding
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college costs have increased faster
than the rate of inflation.
Incomes, Hansen adds, just ha
ven't kept up with the rise in the
cost of going to college, leading
mo�e),st�n� to. apply for f�
cial aid to pay for school.
Just days before the College
Board released its report, however,
the American Enterprise Institute
(AEI)-a Washington, D.C. think
tank-asserted in a different study
that four year public colleges are in
reality no more expensive now
than in 1973.
The AEI noted average four
year public college tuition-just
one element of overall college
costs, which also include books,
room and board-consumed 9.5
percent of the average middle class
family's income in 1973, compared

to 9.7 of the average middle class
family's income today.
But it takes more money today
to buy the same amount of educa
tion, claims Dallas Martin of the
National Association of Student
Aid Administrators.
U.S. Department of Education
economist Kent Halstead agrees.
'Now, with (the general) infla
tion (rate) at two to three percent
(a year), college costs arc still
(rising) between five and seven per
cent. College costs look high be
cause inflation is �o low,' Halstead
explains.
'If the government gives addi·
tiona! money to appropriate more
aid for student!., it may help slow
(the process of aid buying less
education than it used to),' he say�.
(CPS).
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'Yes, the department would like
to see the cut (because) it would
make the cost of operating the
GSL program that much less,' says
a Department of Education
spokesman. "The total cost now
is $3 billion a year, which does not
include the loans themselves.'
The spokesman, who asked not
to be named, wouldn't speculate
about how many students would
be left without loans or might be
pushed out of school by the
measure, but did add students'
'alternatives include the students'
own savings, scholarships' and
personal contributions to tuition
payments.

The OOnkers

dents who already have GSLs prob
ably won't feel the pinch. But
students who try to take out loans
after the incentive reduction goes
into effect-as soon as Oct. 1 or as
late as next Jan. 1-will have to
pay higher interest rates on the
money they can find.
'For the first four years (after
the reduction becomes law), the
interest will be eight percent,' Clo
han predicts. 'From five to ten
years, it will go up to ten percent.'
For a student who holds $10,000
worth of loans, Clohan ays, the
two percent interest hike represents
an extra $200 a year, or about $17
a month.
'It doesn't sound like a lot, but
many students hold mo•e than
that,' Clohan says. The average
annual student loan is $2,390.
But generally, Kidwell predicts
'money will be less available en
masse than before.'
'Lower-tier schools serving et
hnic groups, specifically vocational
schools, need the Guaranteed Stu
dent Loan program,' Kidwell says
'Hard to come by money will get
even harder to come by.'
Kidwell believes 'most banks
will try to continue, but they may
have to redirect (their efforts) to
loans (they can make) at a lower
cost (to themselves).'
'You may see a bailout' of
banks from the program, he adds,
estimating as many as half the
program's lenders may quit if the
proposal becomes law.
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'Also, remember many colleges
have begun their own loan pro
grams,' he says.

More aid, but more costs
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banks take an allowance amo
unt
ing to 3.5 percent higher than
the
rate the government charges
for
Treasury Bills.
Banks say they cannot make a
profit on student loans without the
allowance.
When the GSL program began
ten years ago Kidwell recalls
'Congress was literally begging len:
ders to come in.'
Congress, the Gramm-Rudman
Balanced Budget law and the administration have all helped whittle
the incentives down over the last
five years. The bill now before
Congress would shave the allowance from 3.5 percent over the
T-bill rate to 3.25 percent over the
T-bill rate.
'For every dollar I lend out,'
Clohan says, '1 get about one-half
a penny back (in profit). And that
doesn't even account for the .25
percent reduction.'
Advocates of the reduction see it
as a way to help cut government
costs and balance the federal bud-

Wom en do
better in
all subjects

Women get higher grades than
men, and probably do better in
college because they mature faster,
says a six-year study by a sociology
professor at Siena College in up
state New York.
'Women students consistantly
did better (at college) than did the
men students,' says Prof. Paul
Murray. 'During their four years at
school, women seem to improve
their study habits. The men don't.'
'It appears,' he says, 'that some
times the academic end of college
becomes a secondary pursuit for
males.'
Murray, in trying to figure out
why some students got better
grades than others, examined stu
dents' academic and family back
grounds, living arrangements, ex
tracurricular activities and study
habits before noticing that gender
seemed to influence their grades
most of all.
No one is sure why women get
better college grades than men, but
Dr. Cynthia Secor, director of
Higher Education ResoUrces Ser
vices MidAmerica, hypothesizes
it may have something to do with
the way people become socialized .

'Girls are socialized to be not as

rambunctious as boys.'
Women scored hlgher in Murray's classes than male students
did, and the disparity, he says, 'is
much wider in upperclassmen.'
Although she does not disagree
with many of Murray's findings,
Secor adds, 1The real difference (in
performances) is when both get out
in the real work world.'
'Women do better in school
gradewise than men, and then
don't do as well in the real world,'
she contends. 'Men will achieve
more there.'
When he started, Murray hoped
to find the characteristics that sep
arated students who did well in
college from those who didn't.
'My original focus was to make
only incidental reference to sex
differences,' Murray says, 'but it
began to appear that this was the
most significant finding. There is a
sex difference on almost every vari
able.'
For example, the study shows
the sons of working mothers
scored lower than boys whose
mothers didn't work outside the
home.
But women with working
mothers scored higher on Murray's
tests than women whose mothers
stayed home. Secor believes wo
men emulate working mothers and
learn that 'it's okay to succeed if
you work.'
Murray's tests also indicate mid
dle-income families produce high
scoring children, be they male or
female. Yet male students from
upper-income families achieved
the lowest scores of all.
'Well, they have it made in the
shade,' Secor says, laughing. 'If
you were single, white, rich and
good-looking, would you work?'
·
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corporate donations more ag
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cently than in past y
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such (foundations) are
required by law to aive five to
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Both Brakely and Miller fear the
bubble may burst if ·Congress
passes the tu reform bill it is
debationg.
'1987 is a year of uncertainty,'
Brakely says. 'It' quite possible
if not probable - that large don
ors will hold back to see what (tax
reform) means and how it will
affect them,' he say .
'The rate of philanthropy has
increased ten percent each year.
The great conc:tm is 1987 and the
effect of the tax bill on larger
corporations.•
Miller is not sure just how big a
.
bite tax reform will take out
of
coUeg� giving. There' s a strongly
held differenc:t of opinion. A num

ber of questions exist over the

short term effect of giving to
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guess the full impact.
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Brian Stanton
Art

Reviewer

University

of the Pacific's
its 1986-87 � \Wh
a powerful exhibit of sculpture
and drawings by artist Robert
Arneson.

Ga1Dy

cpnrl

Arneson, a professor of art at
UC Davis, has been a prominent
figure in the Bay Area art circuit
since the 1960's and early 1970's
when he and a number of other
Bay Area artists developed and
gained acceptance for what is
known as 'funk' ceramics. Arne
son's work has always been some
what comical and wacky. In this,
his latest series: 'Nuclear War
Sculpture,' Arneson still employs a
slightly eccentric approach to his
work. This eccentricity adds a ri
bald twist to his unbridled anger
towards the warped morality of the
military establishment which dom
inates our society and the social
insanity which accepts it.
The characters that Arneson
portrays are transparently evil and
grotesquely hateable representa-

tions of simple minded militia.
'Minuteman,' one of the more re
fmed and powerful sculptures in
the exhibit, is at once both a
victimizer and a victim of nuclear
savag e ry.
The
Minuteman's
disembodied head is warped and
contorted in a manner suggestive
of brutal manipulation both physi
cal and symbolic. It is as though
his head, physically scarred with
frightening phrases and designs,
was ripped from his expended bo
dy and speared onto the top of a
m.issle/cross. It can be seen as both
a trophy of war, and an expenda
ble spector of martydom which, in
its eerie anonymity, comes to re
present you, me, and all of hu
mankind.
Another piece of sculpture
which supports this theme is the
technically astounding_ 'Stockpile.'
This ten foot tower of bronze is
entirely composed of densely
heaped human corpses whose fi
gures are detailed enough to con
vey a sense of horror, yet are
treated generically enough to draw
us, all inclusively, into that horror

which manifests itself as a nuclear
missle.
The largest, and perhaps one of
the more commanding pieces in the
exhibition, is 'Sarcophagus.' The
effects of its imagery are relentless
ly immediate. Three beastial milita
ry cannibals seated rigidly at a
tomblike committee table, and ap
pear as some judgemental wall of
omnipotent authority in a hellish
nightmare. Arneson's visual puns
of embedding marbles and nuts
into the heads of these characters
(one of which curiously resembles
a football) suggests that their men
tality does not quite compensate
for their ill-favored appearances.
Ironically, the true horror of his
work, a corpse lies decaying in a
metal tomb, symbolically painted
in camouflage, directly beneath
the clasped and bloodied hands
of the military authorities.
As he has done with the
'Minuteman' sculpture, Arneson
has incorporated catch phrases
which add to the transparent na
ture
of
the
characters
in
'Sarcophagus.' Shrewd vulgarities

5

such as "Kill'em all and let God
sort'em out" are worn on their
cnests where medals are usually
seen.
With a clever play of words
Arneson's double entendres
(applied primarily to nuclear 'War
Heads'), become a primary source
of his thematic imagery. In fact,
judging from 'Nagasaki Red',
'Soldier', 'Just a Test' and others,
his obvious redundancy must be
seen as an all out attack on our
emotions and our intellect.
Robert Arneson has some real
concerns for today's world. His art
has much to say about the harsh
reality of nuclear devastation. It
forces us to examine our individual
and social morality and, ultimate
ly, forces us to acknowledge the
possibility of our own personal
death through the impersonal ac
tions of the military.
This major exhibit offers a rare
chance for UOP and Stockton to
view the work of a prominent
figure in the art world. Arneson's
work is powerful and holds a mes
sage for all of us.
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Hello UOP' Let me introduce myself. I'm Chuck McCas

lin your entertainment editor this year. Asenior majoring in
Drama, I've been working at The Pacifican f,or two year:; as

a w riter and production staff member. I m takmg th!s
opportunity to tell you about some of my plans for thts
page, and also to ask for your help.
.
,
In the past, the column called 'What's happenmg? .or
'Whappen?' has updated you on a few c�ncerts and special
events. This year, an all-new, revised and tmproved colun:n
,'What's Up, Chuck?, ' will keep you informed on up.commg
conc erts special events campus films and entertamment,
conservatory events, the goings-on in .local theatre, dance,
music, and nightlife. Basically, I'm gomg to try to appeal to
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Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop
Tights-Leotards-Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round

THE

.

I'll also have a series of previews and reviews for events m
the Drama/Dance Department and. the Conserva!ory,
Spanos Center concerts, KUOP special programs, films,
books, art, music, and restaurants.
.
.
Another new feature of the entertamment r.age will .be
'Campus Spotlights'. This periodic column will both g.Ive
special recognition to students and faculty for .o�tstanding
work in the entertainment field, and present ongmal poems
written by students and faculty members. .
.
Here's where I need the help. The Pacifican needs wrt!ers
in all departments, but I specifically �eed {leople for film,
art, drama/dance, restauran�. and m�sic revtews. I �so n�ed
P<>ems and recognitfon nomi�ees f�r Campus Spotlight. If
any of you are interested m this, please come by The
.
Pacifican office or call me at 946-2114 .
.
I look forward to serving your entertamm�nt needs this
about ll!Y
Year. If you have and suggestions or complamts
page, please let me know, anq I'll see what I can do about It.
Thank you, and please . . . emoy!

Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral
champion in i:he nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
If you're a ful! -t;i"'� "tudent at an accr-2itoo college or uni coach air travel.
And how do you b· LV be the referral d ...... ..pion? Just sign
versity you can join our CDlle_giate FlightBank�" You'll receive
up
as many friends as possible, and make sure your member
a membership 6ud and number that will allow you to get
shi
p
number is on their application. In order to be eligible for
10% off Continental and New York Air's already low fares. In
addition, you'll get a one-time certificate good for $25 �ff any any prize you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31186
and each referral must fly 3 segments on CDntinental or Nt;w
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able to earn tnps to
York
Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the
places like Aorida, Denver, Los Angeles, even Lpndon and
enrollment,
you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll earn mile
So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to inch.rle
d if you sign up now you' also
age towards a free trip:
your
curren t full time student 10 number. That way it'll only
receive 3 free issu es ot BusmessWeek Careers magazme.
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31 /86) and $40 for four
years ($60 after 12/31186). Your membership kit, including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit
Grrd, you can call us at 1-B00-255-4321 and enroll even faster.
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.

INTRODUCING COWGIATE FUGHTBANK, FROM
COtmNENTAL AND NfW 10RK AIR.
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Accessories and Make-up
On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688
MODELS NEEDED FOR
LIFE DRAWING CLASS
ped
Male and Female, Draped and Undra
sses Tues.
models are needed to pose for cla
and Thurs. Eves, 6:30-9:30.
$5.50/hr draped, $7 /hr undraped.
tment
Contact Alaine De Eraso-Art Depar
Secretary at 946-2241.
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lncruducin1;Cotle:i·a�e RightBank� Earn fre:;�rips to New Y;.k, San Franci:.co, Bo.ton, Washing·
D.C., Miami Chicago, or Denver. Plus. Austro�ha, Honolulu, London, and Mex1co. All told,
74 CillO!> '".lrldwide.

100,

SIGN UP 10UR FRIENDS AND EARN A P0RSCHE.

But what's more, for � 10 stt.rlents on every campus who
enroll the m�t active sn.rlent flyers from their college there
are some great rewards: 1 free trip where ver Continental or
New York Air flies in the mainland U.S., Mexico or Canada.

$__

0 O�<:ckiM< ""'\ OrJcr Encl,.,J PLEASE DON'T SEND CASH
0 Amcncan ExprN 0 Vo-.� 0 MastcrCanl 0 Dmcr'sCiuh

Account Nwnh.:r·_____ Expor.ttuo D"'"- -Slb'113!UTC

X

FOR MEMBERSIIII' APPLICANTS UNDER TilE AGE 01· 18: Th.: urJ.:,.,IW"I<..J "tl>.! r>�«nti
�,..rJ1an 1l the mcml,.,r..h•r ,1prlteant n.un.:J her,.._n, :u.J I wn>ent tu lw.lher p.uttetpJtun 1n the
Coll.:g1ate FhHht!Mnk prt'I,'Taffi.

.

5<-nd this coupon to: Colleg•ate Fl•ghtBank
P.O. Box 297847
Houslon. TX 77297
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Program (CIP) is a University
Robyn Gillon
run program provided to help
Staff Wnter
---- --- -- - student s in the community with
scholarship programs.
'When Dr. Sidney Turoff lett
Recently, Turoff was elected
the UOP campus, it left a void
by the district to be a communi
in the academic community lea
ty representative on the board
dership that could not easily be
of directors of CIP.
filled, 'stated Donald Bryant the
He showed remarkable incen
Chairman of the Academic
tive not often seen in a man of
Council.
middle age proceeding with his
Had it not been for Dr. Tur
ofrs truly remarkable motiva
education and career the way
tion which saw him complete
that he did.
the majority of his academic
Turoff began his undergra
qualifications after the age of
duate work in 1 946, but with the
40, UOP may not have been
decision to get married , to have
fortunate enough to have his 1 5
children, as well as inlist in the
year contribution to the UOP
Army for four years, he delayed
School of Business and to the
his education due to these other
community.
priorities he had set .
After his frrst full time job at
In 1956 he completed his un
the University of Connecticut,
dergraduate degree work at the
Toroff decided to leave Connec
University of Buffalo, New
ticut for a change of pace and
York.
In the following years, Turoff
decided to relocate here at the
received both a masters degree
University of the Pacific. Here
and a doctorate, also from the
he was appointed chairman of
University of Buffalo.
what was to become the School
Today, Turoff has been mar
of Business
ried for 39 years and ha� three
'It looked like a challenge to
successful children whom he is
help build a good solid acade
mic program, said Turoff.
very proud of.
'UOP is a unique place in
Turoff remained the Chair
that it tries to do the things that
man of the School of Business
for 6 years. During that time it
it says it is going to do,' stated
grew to become a separate
Turoff.
school.
The University of the Pacific
from that day to this, Turoff
could not have a bettet
ha� been involved in the local
advocate.
community programs as well as
the University programs.
He served two and one half
terms as the chairman of the
Academic Council and for the
past 1 5 years has been actively
involved in the shaping of the
Community Involvement Pro•
gram.
'Those 1 5 years were proba
bly the best vPars of my life,'
said Tur,11f.
Dr. Sid 'furoR
The Community Involvement
•

�--------�-------------------� - ----�
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Sue Freeman

Guest Writer

Imagine yourself sitting in your
dorm room or apartment watching
television, or doing homework.
Suddenly, you get a tingling feeling
in your left leg. Unlike having your
leg g_o to sleep, this tinglin g
sensation does not go away after a
few minutes. So you stand up to
walk off the feeling in your leg.
You take one step and suddenly
your legs buckle. You try to take
another step, and your legs buckle
again . The pain builds in both of
your legs, so you tum to sit back
d0wn. Your vision slowly becomes
so blurry that you can no longer
see the chair that you were sitting
in only moments ago. You scan the
room, and realize that you can't
� anything. So there you stand,
your legs bucklin g and your vision

Eric Zimmerman
Staff Write•

The Greeks woke up from a
summer hibernation three weeks
ago with some eye-opening parties.
'This started with a warm welcome
to all the freshmen as they wan
dered from house to house discov
ering Greek life. The governing
bodies of the Greeks also spun
their wheels in motion as the
school year officially started.
Greek life is an integral part of
the University, with activities hap
pening within the houses at all
times. Each Greek house has dif-

ferent .ypes of ml!mbers r epr�ent
ing one thing: brotherhood or sis
terhood. This is the heart that
keeps the blood moving within the
Greek system. The personalities,
strengths, and weaknesses may be
different within each house but we
each have many mutual interests.
These interests consist of stan
dards, service projects, social af
fairs, and rushing. The two gov
erning bodies of the Greek system
are Panhellenic Council and the
Interfraternity Council. These two
councils organize these goals and
try to create a unity within the
Greek system.
The five sororities, Delta Delta
Delta, Delta Gamma, Kappa
AJpha Theta, AJpha Chi Omega,

impaired . You are completely
helpless. You fall to the ground
and lay there for several hours
. falling in and out of sleep until the
pain goes away and your vision is
restored .
Is this a situation you can write
off to stress or overwork? No, this
situation tells of but a few of the
preliminary symptoms of falling
victim to the dreadful neurological
disease known as Mulitiple Sclero
sis. It is a disease that primarily
affects young people from the ages
of 18 to 34, which is where most of
us are right now.
By joining Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS), you can
gain a broader insight to this
disease that has no cause, treat
ment, or cure, and also have a
great time working with indivi
duals who share a common interest
and goal.

Col l ege fo l ks
------ ---------

Kristi n Schwellenbach

Staff

Writer

Exercise; the word strikes fear
into the hearts of most college
students who would much rather
spend their precious free time sle
eping, watching T.V. or partying.
Unfortunately, none of these activ
ities burn up the hundreds of
calories that the average college
student consumes in a day.
Many students at UOP live on
diets that are high in fat content,
low in protein and often lacking in
baste nutritive value.(Yes, that in
cludes the pizza you had for dinner
the other night.) Because of the
foods we eat, it is important that
college students exercise regularly
to help use up excess calories
and maintain good health.
' I 'm a-firm believer that we need
regular exercise, ' said Dr. J . Con
nor Sutton, asc;odate professor of
physical education and sports me
dicine at UOP. If you look :tt the
structun"" of the human body, it'�
•

Editor's note: It 's All Greek to Me
will be a weekly feature column,
reporting activities and events in
volving UOP 's Greek System.

E

MS fear calls for h e lp

plain to see that it was designl..-d for
activity. . . It takes an amazingly
small amount of time to maintain a
healthy system. People who don't
exercise choose not to. '
Dr. Sutton recommends an all
around toning program with an
emphasis on aerobic activity. He
feels that 30-45 minutes a day, 4
days a week of aerobic activity,
and an additional 20-30 minutes of
stretching and toning exercises four
times a week, with proper nutrition
and sleep is sufficient to maintain
good health.
UOP students often find the i
dea of ioining a health club too ex
pensive �nd
<.
time consuming. For
tunately, there are athletic activ
ites that can be enjoyea on campus
without spending any money. In
addition, many of these activities
involve team participati on, which
gives students a chance to socialize
while getting m shape.
Here i� � list of activittes and the
approximate amount o calories
that they burn in an hour:

The SAMS organization here at
UOP has been active for only one
year, but the success of the initia l
program was phenomenal. The
UOP chapter of SAMS was ranked
number one in its region for an
extended period of time last year.
Thro ugh vario us fundr aising
events such as dances, a mile of
coins t the Weberstown Mall in
Stockton, and a balloon launch ,
SAMS raised a large amount of
money to help fight Mulitipl e

�

Sclerosis.
The entire campaign is spon
sored by MTV and Swatch, and
the winners of the final fundraising
event, 'The Rock-Alike Lip Synch
Contest' , have a chance to perform
their act on MTV.
The first informational meeting
will be held in the Raymond
Common Room (located by the

Elbert Covell Dining Hall) on Sep-

. m . All
tember 24, 1 986 at 8 p _
ttes,
and
ro
s
dorm s, fraterni ties, ?
s
are
t10n
mza
orga
prof essi onal
ur
are
enco
and
nd,
atte
to
welcome
t for
aged to sponsor a contes
the final even t. If you requtre any
addi tional info rmat ion, or just
want to find out more about the
program , call Sue Freeman at

�

disease.
If this article has reached you in
some way, you'll be sparked into
action . M . S. is something no one
can ignore. Everyone is a primary

target and any of you

'
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A feeling . . . beyond smoothness . ..

be

n e e d e·x e rc 1 s e
•

Bicycling- 21� cal/hr.If you

don't have a bike of your own,
borrow one from a friend. One
nice ride to take is the trip out to
Buckley's Cove, on Brookside Rd.

2 1 0-600
Cal isthenicscal/hr. Basic exercises such as

jumping jacks, sit-ups, and push
ups can use up calories if they
are done continuously for a pro
longed period.
Dancing- 210-510 cal/hr. Next
time you go to a party, hit t�e
dance floor. At the vr ,� lea:;t,
you'll bum up some of the .:·.tra
calories you've consumed from
drinking beer

Football (touch)- 450-750 cal/
hr.Oet a group of friends together

for some healthy conpetition.
Jogging- 600-750 ( allhr. This is a
good way to see the ��nt1re campus,
but be sure that you go with a
friend if you're jogging at night.
Softball- 210-450 cal/ hr. St art
getting ready now tor the mtra
mural games that are e<1ming up
in • he spring.

fennis- 300-660 caJ/hr.A fun
thing to do with a friend or with
another couple in a mixed doubles
match.
Volleyball- 210-450 callhr.Get

your
two teams together from
sorority or fraternity house, resid
ence hall or apartments. It's a
great way to bring your living
group together.
Walking- 210-510 cal/hr. When
you need to get something at
Gemco or •l,e mall, leave the car
oehind and walk vff a few calories.
AJways remer.. •,r- to stretch and
warrr up before exer�. :ng to pre
vent injuries. Exercise can be fun,
and you may find yourself getting
as addicted to it as you are · tv
partying or watching ' Days of Our
Lives. '
ln t h e words of junio1, Carol
Pettigrew, sports medicine major,
'Exercise is important because it
gets you into a routine that will
stick with you in later life . . . You '
are doing something for vour elf
tha helps your mind and bod to
1 elax . '

)

(

can

stricken by M . S . as you fmish this
article. There you would be, lying
on the floor, totally helpless. The
time to do something about M.S. is
now. Tomorrow may be to late.

(continued on page 7, colum n 6)

Pilot Pen
has· something
even smoother
tlian this.

·

946-2897.
SAMS is planning many exciting
events and activities this year, as
well as work ing towar ds educati ng
the campus about this horrifying

t
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conducted by Carl Sagan and his associates after observing the data
which tMarmer 9 transnu'tted regareli ng temperatures on Mars. In
addition to the conditions on Mars, their data was compiled through
observing the climactic effects of forest fires, urban fires,
fire
bombmgs dunng the second world war, weapon testmgs, and
Hiroshima.
Nuclear explosions can send dust and smoke into the stratosphere,
seven miles above the Earth. Being beyond the atmosphere, wind and
rain would have no effect on dispersing the c!oud. Heat and light
would be blocked, ut the i�minent �et�rioration of the ozone layer
.
would allow excesstve ultraviOlet radiation to stnke
the Earth. The
effects of the nuclear winter would most likely include darkness and
free ng onditions which would probably last a full year.
.
1s estimated th �t only �ne hundr� megat ons woUld
be needed to
1mtiate a nuclear Winter. It ts also estimated that m 1983the USA and
the USSR held a combined atomic strength of roughly ten thousand
.
megatons in the form of �bout e1ghteen thous d warheads. The
�
threat of global apocalypse Is no longer merely a distant fear from the
realm of science fiction; it is the reality attained through large military
expenditures.
Even with the current ability t? wreak death cross t e face of the
�
.
planet, the proposed 1987 allocation for defense 1s 320 billion dollars,
which is a 34 billion dollar increase over the 1986 military budget.
When one considers the amount of weapons in existence, construe!lion of additional missles seems needless. Yet everyday, effort and
money which could be directed toward solving serious problems is
instead being formed into death machines in hope of granting the
world powers tha ability to demolish one another several times over.
An immediate halt in the production of such weapons sould be a
logical step toward improving international relations, as well as freeing
capital for
on internal problems. An eventual dramatic reduction
in arms would be an ideal end to the arms race, even if such an end is
ClJrrmtfy only a distant daydream.
·

At one time, the i�plications of a world war were not extre
me.
Cities would burn, na�10ns would fall, peace treaties would be signed,
and in a few generations the only remaining effect of the conflict
would . be an oc�ional painful memory. Now, however, several
countnes are equ1ped wtth weapons capable of threatening the
existence of the en e human. race.
Much of what IS concermng the effects of nuclear combat is the
es
r ult of examining the devastation at Hiroshima in 1945. It is
estimated that the single bomb killed 140,000 people, close to the
amount of people living in Stockto n. Thirteen square kilometers were
reduced to ash. Several days later a similar bomb was dropped on
Nagasaki, killing approximately 70,000 people and destroying 6.7
square kilometers of the city.
'Ibis unprecedented havoc is mild when one considers the capabilit
ies of weapons today. The bomb dropped on Hiroshima was rated as
possessing the explosive force of 12,500 tons of TNT, while the
Nagasaki weapon was equivalent to 22,000 tons. Most modern nuclear
warheads are rated in 'megatons,' comparable to one million tons of

f:IT

TN'f.

A one megaton bomb is capable of forming a fireball which is
hotter than the core of the sun. Everything within a three mile radius
of such a blast would be vaporized, and most brick structures within
four miles would be leveled. People within eight miles could expect
serious burns, and people as far away as twenty miles would be likely
to incur flrst degree burns. Those who survived the initial blast and
ensuing frres would face the threat of radiation exposure, which
disrupt the growth of blood cells and antibodies whichfight infection.
This makes a person highly vulnerable to diseases, especially leukemia.
The gamma rays which are emitted by nuclear explosions
pass
through several lavers of concrete.
These aspects alone mark the possibilitiy of war in the nuclear age as
a horror to be avoided, yet even more hideous is the theory of 'nuclear
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It's that time of the year again
and the New Pacific Ski Club,
formally known as the Pacific Ski
Club, is off to a great start.
According to Gordon Zuckerman,
president of the organization, 'The
reason for the name change is to let
people know that the ski club has
changed and will be better than
ever before. '
The ski club has many new and
exciting plans this year in hopes
that it will be one of the best years
yet. In the past, the club has gone
to such places as Jackson Hole,
Sun Valley, and Aspen. Zucker- ·
man says: 'The big ski trip in the
winter is the best. It's great getting
people to ether with the same
of interests. It's like a MazatIan in the snow.'
The big trip this year will be to
Steamboat Springs. Trips similar
to the one at Steamboat Springs
have always been the best activities
within the club. The ski trips not
only include skiing but other ac-

g

types

tivities as well. They include interaction with other schools and such
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c)

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

d)

If you 'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

e)

Too good to pass up, because it lets you save
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.
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G reek . . .
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A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for
iust $10.15 a month.

�;
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In the next few days watch for
fliers and posters around campus
announcing the day and time for
ski club meetings. In the mean time
keep your eyes open, your skis
waxed, and have a great year on
the slopes.

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S ''REACH OUT AMERICA''?
�)

.
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The enthusiasm about this organization is clearly evident. According to Kent Lockyer, public relations officer for the club, 'It is
important for people to know that
this is the New Pacific Ski Club.Jt
is more organized and plannt>rl out
than it has been in the past, IL is my
hope this will be the type of club
that people will be proud LO be a
of and will have great memories of participating in. '
The ski club has already made a
great leap in making this a successful year by getting over one
hundred sign-ups. Those interested
in becoming a member in the New
Pacific Ski Club will be glad to
know that the initiation fee in only
$5.00. This fee includes access to
parties , day trips, a fashion show
put on by ZuZu's Ski Apparel and
the big trip.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha, and Delta
Sigma Theta make up the Panhel
lenic. The officers this year are
Cythia Jackson, president; Etica
Warren, vice president; Allison Van
der Brock, secretary; Liz Arnone,
rush chairperson. These ladies
meet weekly in the University Cen
ter conference room.
The annual sorority open house
was on Wednesday, September
17th. Open to all UOP women as a
pre-rush function, this casual get
together introduced the female side
of Greek life in a simple 'heUo'
form.
Interfraternity council, consist
ing of Alpha Kappa Lambda, Ar
chania, Kappa Psi, Omega Phi
· Alpha, Phi Delta Chi, Sigma Al
pha Epsilon, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Omega Psi Phi, and Phi Delta
Theta, met last Wednesday to elect
their new officers. Eric Zimmer
man, IFC president; Tony Parino,
vice president; James Roney, trea
surer; and Mark Villers, secretary,
are the highly motivated group that
governs IFC. Their collective ef
forts, with the help of PanheUenic,
produced events such as Will
Kiem, the speaker on the motiva
tional side of Greek life, and Greek
W�k, which will be featured in
our next issue.
Uttle sister rush has started up
with a bang for the fraternities.
traditional introduction . to
fraternities has benefited the wo
men of UOP to a campus-wide
social event of the semester.
event is independently run for each
fraternity and will continue throug
hout September.
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friends
smoke
cigarettes:'
Larry Hagman
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Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.
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From The C o r n e r D e s k

Pa rki n g : wo rth $ 5 0 ?
When most of xou returned to campus this fall, you
were more than likely, immediately impressed with the
new and improved parking lots. You were thrilled that
there would finally be ample parking and the whole world
just seemed to be a better place to live.
Then reality slapped you in the face - the reality . of
having to pay $50 to use the new and improved parking
lots, the reality that the options life offers are not always
true options but rather options in disquise.
The $50 fee is a tremendous increase from the $5 fee last
year . According to Mark Friend , who was 'recommended
to a field questions about parkinz,' the fee was decided by
the Long-Range Planning and Budget Committee which
consisted of faculty, staff and students.
The criteria used to determine the fee included the cost
of the newlots. The money for the improvements was
made available through a $5 million bond. Of the $5
m'llion, $600 ,000 was used on parking_._
Numbers such as $5 million and $600 ,000 may be high,
but for students burdened with raising tuition fees plus the
high cost of books and other expenses, $50 for a parking
fee is also high, especially since they were accustomed to
paying only $5 .
The new parking system also offers the option of
buying either an A or B permit . This is not truely an
option for most students. As of September 11, of the 1350
permits sold, 92 percent were A permits. The 92 percent
clearly shows that most students need to park in A lots.
Parking lots 1, 3 , and 13 are designated as B areas. It is
obvious from the numbers that these lots are located on
the extreme ends of the campus-by the Spanos Center, the
Physical Plant, and by the Health Center. Most students
have their classes in the main area of the campus plus
students living on campus like to park moderately close to
their dwellings.
Sergeant Bill Hansen of Public Safety agrees that B lots
may not be 'convenient but they do offer an option. The B
lots were designed,' he says 'to attract students to outside
areas and cut down congestion in the central core area of
the campus. '
Students at other universities also pay a larger fee than
at UOP. Hansen, who worked at UCLA, says that the
Southern California school used to charge $18 a month
and that fee has most likely increased. Even a small
university, such as Stanislaus, charges $27 per semester '
slightly higher than $50.
The explanation for the high fee is simple, says Hansen:
To . im�rove and expand facilities costs money. The
Umverstty �as to pay back the $5 million bond within a
ten year penod. The $600 ,000 used for the parking project
has to come out of the parking budget. The way to
generate money to pay back the 'debt' is through parking
fees.
Anot�er common complaint about the new parking
system 1s the restriction �f ?vemight p�king on several
campus streets. The restnct1on was destgned to provide
better !lighttime security. According to Hansen the lack
of vehicles on the streets will make it easier to atrol the
campus and detect movement .
The University officials do have explanations for
studfnt c9mplaints, �ut explanations are not enou�h . We
don � beheve good JUdgement was used in deciding the
parkm� fee . The Lon�-Range Planning and Budget
Committe� should h�ve mcreased the fee to perhaps $20
and then mcreased 1t gradually for several consecutive
years.
Good judgement was also not exercised in designating
the �/B. lots . . The stude�ts living in the Townhouses are
parkmg m a �1rt Jot but stlll paid the $50 fee .
. The offictals m charge need to face reality. they are not
gomg to have happy students after such a· large increase in
.fees, no matter how large or small the improvements.

red zone spot on the end?).

Tommy Thornton
Editor-In-Chief

.Back-ro-School. . . the
phrase brings fear into the hearts
of children and college students
alike. I saw a commercia/ last mon
th for a back·to-schoof safe. Th
kids are enjoying the day on the
beach, getting tan, swimming, and
waiting out vacation in a relaxed
manner. Suddenly, the theme from
"JA WS " is played,· people take
off their wafkmans and sun glasses
and look around. In the distance,
they see three school buses coming
at them. Oh, no, an even bigger
threat than shark attack! Panic
and confusion hit the beach.
It seems summer gets shorter
every year (is that called getting
older, or did I skip a month
somewhere?) Whatever the case
may be, it 's back to late nights in
the library, waiting in line
(everywhere!), and trying to
choose the 'safest ' illegal parking
space when you are late for class (is
it the green space in front of the
library or the parr-in, mostly-out

What 's the best thing about
back-to-school, you might ask?
For many, it 's the looking forward
to next summer!
Many of you thought that
i
would not be prin
The Pacfican
ting this year. I am proud to say,
you 're wrong. You 'll be seeing The
Pacifican at your fqvorite dorm,
classroom. or place of dining every
Thursday, except during finals and
immediatelyfollowing vacations.
The Pacifican is here for
YOU! You have a right to be in
formed on what is happening on
this campus, and a right to speak
your own opinions. Ifyou want to
speak YOUR piece, or you think
that there are other sides to a story,
then write a letter to the editor.
There are many changes here
at The Pacifican this year. We
have hired Nancy Scotto as our
business manager, a position re
instated just this year. Nancy will
be in charge of most business mat
ters and the Advertising staff.
Freshman Lori Minden joins us
this year as advertising manager.

WoRRIED ABotJT STRES�? HAVING
TRoUBLE CoPt N6 WITH JoB �TRE§§,
MARITAL �TRE�?>, FINANCIAL §TR£��1
'loU AR£ PRoBABLY §OFFER I NG
FRoM srR� �TRE �!
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Barbara Maccarone

This issue is ClediCatecTIO�

Stu.dents !lfld faculty are encouraged to write letters
to the editor .
T
he vanety of Issues .and ev�nts on campus provid
e many controversies
Whether you are a�amst an ISsue or support one
with all your might le
others know your VIews.
The Pacifican is here to provide a service to the
whole camp s comT
.
m� mty.
�
he staff needs input from the campus . Let
us kn
at you
thmk of the publication. Constructive criticism
is always wel m
All letters to the Editor should be submitted to The
Pacifica office,
t�rd floor, Hand Hall, by monday at l Oa.m. Hand
Hall . I nclu de your
signature, local address and phone number. ,
,

�: �

Advertising Representatives- -A

good job for anyone interested in
business, marketing, or com
munications. If you want to know
more, call our business manager,
Nancy Scotto, at 946-2J I4, or
colt'e by the office and pick up an
application!
Our mostly new staff is ex
cited and motivatedfor this year at
the typewriter, and we hope you
like what we bring to your existen
ce at UOP each week. With the
help of our newly re-formed
Publication 's Board, and the sup
port of the student body, we know
we'll do a job that all can be proud
of.

Tommy Thornton

We wa n t l ette rs !

•

sports section in the weeks to
come.
Overall, this year 's staff looks
more than promising. There are
always pitfalls when one does
something new, but these people ar
fast learners and eager to publish
th" best paper possible. We hope
you like our new changes; feel free
to let us know what you think.
All of us here at The Pacifican
give you our best wishes for thl'
rest of the school year. We hope to
will make The Pacifican a part of
your morning every Thursday !
Don 't forget about the Dance
tomorrow night sponsored by The
Pacifi.can, RHA, and UPBEA T. It
starts at nine and we 'll rock 'til
Ja.m. at the UC Patio. Come by
and dance, have fun, make a
request, whatever! It 's going to be
a grand 'ole time!
Also, we 're still looking for

The Pacifican
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Tricia Krause has moved up
g
from news to be our Managin
deals
that
tion
posi
Editor, a tricky
with the technical aspects of The
Pacifican. Stephanie Gandy takes
Tricia 's place as news editor with
Patty Fellows as assistant news
editor.
The Entertainment Editor for
this year is Chuck McCaslin, and
Robyn Bullard has taken over the
position offeature editor. Though
Kevin Burton will still be working
with the photography department,
Pat Krohn is now photo editor.
Sukhwinder Kaur takes over the
job as editorial editor in order to
bring you 'the juicy stuff, ' as I call
it. A ndrea Middles worth is still our
production manager (she's good at
it!), and we are glad to welcome
Russell Keys as copy editor (He 's
the guy that corrects everybody 's
mistakes!)
We have done something a bit
different with sports this year;
Brian Thompson and Bryan Cruz
are co-sports editors. We feel that
having two people as sports
editors will provide a good, healthy

t

Yolanda McDonald
Matt Okamoto

Charles Jay Anem�

t Loving husband of Durlynn An
May 1 6, 1 928 - September 6, 1 986

• • •

em a

;

Brian Stanton
'nl• Paclflct�t� IS pwb/lshnl t""ry 1'hwrsdu.r, orrtpt
dunng VQCQtiofiS and final eKiliiU ....
kr
., , by stwdtnts o
tlrt Un,.ornlty of tlw P«lf/c. Cornmmts from

�rs a�

!WIN>mt tmd strongly tnc<>wrtlgn/. Guest rolumfiS und
ktttn to tht nlitor must � submlllnl tn typnl form by
Mondtzy at 10 a.m. All kllrrs to tht nl1tor must hu"" a
Vffl/iabk StgMtu�. IO<:GI addrus and phon• numW.

'nlt i'Dt::tfbn stqff � tlw nxht to nltt all mbmmnl

Also survived by sons J ay an d Ri ch
e r Ch arlynn, and tw o grandciuld en ,

L�!��

Many Ryder
Jim Smith

��oq����·

matrrUIIs. Editorial romments

�

th• v�ws ;nd

opinioiiS of nw Prtt:qJa.r nlllonat board, unless f"'•
$0M//y signtd.
nu

Pru1fken

ofF�« is IO<:Gtnl on tlrt th1rd jioor o

Hand Hull. Umvrrs41y of tht l'llci{iC'�cxkton, Cllliform·
a, 9$11/. Our phont.numbe' IS (2()9) 9#-]1/4. O �«
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hours art Monday through Fnday, 9.J, or by �nat

appointrntnt.
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What are your opinions on the new parking lots and fees?

George Cortez
5th year

John
Senior

Civil Engi neering

Peres

School of

'It's kind of ridiculous and very
expensive. They should not charge
that � uch. But the parking lots
have Improved the looks and safe
ty of the campus.'

Engineering

'I an not too happy. I p<Sid ten
dollars (for the B permit) but 1

Dan Doyle

Senior
SBPA

· �me J)C?Ple aren 't even buyi
ng
�� · I Just �ought mine and
that s It. The� still have not impro
�ed soronty �trcle. It's still not well
lit. The parking at the Townhouses
should also be improved. It's full
of. potholes and is dangerous to
drive on. '

•

hav� to .,a.;k way over there by the
stadiu m. I m only going to be here
for three months and I didn' t want
to pay $SO. '
Lowe Santo Domingo
Junior
Communications
'I bought it but I haven•t
put it
on yet. They have improv
ed the
lots. If they are going to
char e
that much. they should finish it
There are a lot of pothol
es in th�
.
street s. I thin k the fee is
too hig h
but then we•re going to UOP
.,

J
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Assl. /'itl't! Edilor

Ftt�turt Edilor

Entertain men! Edilor

Edilorial £diM
Sporls Ell*l
Sports EdiiG
Photography Edll> ·
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Fall Sn apsho ts . . .
As fall fell upon the UOP campus, so.rlid the feet of close to 4000 new and returning
students, all geared up for a semester filled with learning, growing and changing. Well, sort
of. Early semester events included: the All Campus Picnic which was complete with infor
mation tables, a band, and a pie eating contest, and Archania·.wiih their annual teeter-totter
a-thon for Jerry ' s kids. Registration and refrigerator rentals rounded out the early events.
Photography by Pat Krohn.
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TIGER TRACKS
Sept . 19 Volleyball
Water Polo
Sept . 20

Football

Sept . 24

Volleyball

TEXAS

Bryan Cruz

7:30PM

at UC Irvine Tournament TBA

T�s head coach, Bob Copt: 00-

gins his fourth year at the helm of
Pacific with a team that was 5-7
last season, 2-S in PCAA play.

Over 2 1 ,000 of the " Orange
s ftrst
y" fans attended Pacific'
r
Sac
inst
aga
:unento
home game
er of
a
Tig
ured
feat
ch
State, whi
beat . A
to
d
har
s
wa
t
tha
fense
ds, mo stly
w h o p p i ng 4 1 6 yar
ted by the
ula
rushing, was accum
Tigers.
.
opBasically, Bob Cope 1s
but has
on
seas
this
ut
abo
tic
timis
other
concerns about receivers and
nt is
tale
The
areas of the offence.
to
made
g
bein
is
ress
there and prog
on.
seas
ble
ora
mem
insure a
'I think going into this season
I ' m con
1 feel differently because
's com
team
ball
fident in this foot
Cope.
ch
Coa
states
"
,
t
petitive spiri
''The con �dence lev�l of this foot_
.
ball team IS genwne.
PCA A action gets underway
when Pacific hosts New Mexico
State on September 20, at Tiger
There are high hopes
• Stad ium.
that 1 986-87 could be a record
breaking year with a season that is
second to none in the PCAA . I n
other word s, 1 986 will hopefully be
the " Year of the Tiger " .
Looking a t the '86 schedule,
there are some highlight games that
will perhaps be a test for Pacific
On
start in non-PC AA games.

day

e been picked
media, the Tigers hav
for the
to either upset Fresno State
top
the
in
PCAA title or finish
three.
.
any SI�n
If early statistics are
uld do .thi s
of how well UOP sho
k for Ttg er
seas o n , the n loo
every Saturked
Stadium to be pac

y's fourth
This is the Orange Arm
ement.
rov
imp
of
r
yea
t
igh
stra
Preseason polling indicates
that this could be the "Year of the
The
Tiger" for UOP football.
PCAA coaches have picked Pacific
to finish second behind Fresno
State. Being highly ranked by the

•

Spo rts Edi tor

new seaso n
�

NEW MEXICO STATE 4:00PM

STANFORD

7:30PM

TBA
Cross Country COLLEGE OF
NOTRE DAME/OTHERS
Sept . 25

Field Hockey

at TEMPLE

·

3 :30PM

ate Fullerton
San Jose State quarterback Mike Perez and Cal S�

Pac1fic Southwest
safety Trent Baker are this week's recipients of the
of the Week
Player
ation
Associ
ic
Athlet
Coast
Airlines-Pacific
awards.
.
d the San Jose
Perez, a 6-2, 205-lb. junior from Denver, CO, directe
route
en
drives
scoring
-half
!o a 20- 1 3
second
State offense to three
maJor college
comeback win at Washington State. I n only his second
.
With one
yards
356
for
start, he. completed 27 of 49 attempts
.
at the start of
interception and a game-winning 16-yard sconng pass
Perez led
half,
the
at
3-0
1
down,
s
artan
Sp
the
With
.
the fourth quarter
.
possessions to
the team to a pair of scoring drives on its frrst two frrst
hitting 1 3 of � 1
tie the game. His second half of passing included
Fullerton s
State
Cal
In
wn.
touchdo
the
attempts for 1 7 1 yards and
set a
Baker
Trent
Titans'
the
y,
Saturda
State
Idaho
over
35-25 victory
a
for
return
school record with a 97-yeard pass interception
ahead
was
lSU
quarter.
trst
f
the
touchdown in the closing seconds of
tion of
10-0 and threatening to score when Baker got his first intercep
from Los
senior
195-lb.
,
1
1
5
The
10-7.
to
gap
the
cut
to
year
the
up two
Angeles also had seven solo tackles and seven assists and broke
teams.
ed
underrat
two
these
on
passes. Pacific should keep an eye

One one·hundredth of a point
seized six months and possibly a
year's playing time from Parade
Maga?jne All-American defensive
back Sean Smith.
Smith, recruited to play foot
1
ball for Aubu rn this fall, needed a
2 . 1 0 high school grade point
average to be eligible to play on the
team.

He had a 2.09.
Smith is not alone as larger
lieges open their ftrst seasons
under stricter National Collegiate
thletic Association (NCAA)
grade standards for freshmen
athletes.
The tougher standards, adop
ed in the wake of a series of scan
als in which athletes' grades were
falsified to keep them eligible to
lay intercollegiate sports, went ino effect on August 1 of this year.
The rules, collectively dubbed
rroposition 48 as they passed
through the NCAA's decision
making process , require athletes to
�ave a minimum 2.0 high school
GPA on a 4.0. scale in 1 1 core
a 15 ACT score or a 700
AT score if they want to compete
college freshmen.
But while. the NCAA says it
as no reliable estimate yet of how
any blue chip players like
uburn's Smith won't play this
ear, the body count has risen
amatically in recent weeks.
So far, the Southeastern Con
erence has "lost" 24 out of 233
ignees. In the Southwest Con
erence, Houston lost six players,
exas and Texas Tech three each,
ylor and Texas A&M two each
d Arkansas one.
Among the Southern inependents, Florida State lost five
ayers, East Carolina and
uthern Mississippi four each,
ulane and Miami three each and
Memphis Stat,. two. Another in4ependent, PI ..sburgh, lost seven
Qut of 18 signees.
The Big 10 only lost two out
of 246, one each for Iowa and
Ohio State.
The Atlantic Coast Conferen
ce lost 14 out of 199.
Figures for the Pac- 10 and Big
Eight are unavailable.
Despite the incomplete own
tiers, the toll seems to be far less
than a spring, 1 986 NCAA predic
t on that as many as 2,CXX> fresh
men athletes would be barred from

t:lasses ,
�

�
I

I

i

J

PCAA for 1 986.
Homecoming will be against
San Jose state on October 25 .

·�
�

teams this fall.
Coaches also say it's too early
to tell if Proposition 48 will change
teams' competitive balance.
"I think this year will be the
worst year with this rule," Auburn
football coach Pat Dye says.
Dye, for one, approves of the
effects.
these
for
good
"It's
youngsters to know that they have
some catching up to do when they
get to college, " he says.
Smith himself is staying at
Auburn at his own expense,
hoping to qualify to play next year.
Coach Dye consequently doesn't
buy the argument that Proposition
48 will force ineligible athletes out
of college altogether.
"If a youngster drops out, he
probably would have dropped out
anyway," Dye says. Dye has had
2 1 years of college coaching ex
perience.
Most of the freshmen barred
from playing this year seem to
have tripped over the test score,
not the GPA, requirements.
Others are unconvinced.
"(Proposition 48's) intent was
good, but it's going to affect a lot
of kids who might otherwise have
succeeded ," says Dr. Thomas Ar
chey, principal of Huntington
High School in Shreveport, La.
Archey says that, under the
new rules, he never would have
been eligible to play football at
Grambling, where he subsequently
got his degree and launched his
career.
Louisiana recently passed a·
similar rule, barring students with
less than 1 .5 GPAs from par
ticipating in extracurricular ac
tivities.
"A lot of kids will be turned
. out in the streets. It is a waste of
talent," Archey says.
One Stanford professor
disagrees.
"That's a phony argument,"
says Jack Friedenthal, professor of
'law and faculty football represen
tative. " It's only a few hundred
people we're talking about. "
has
football
" (College)
become a chance to get out of the
ghetto, make some money and
choke yourself on coke--that's the
evil of the thing."
"The rule is too lenient as it
stands. You can refuse to put a
mark on the paper and get a 400 on
the SAT," Friedenthal contenJs.

(CPS)
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September 27, the Tigers will travel
to Minnesota to play the Gophers
in a contest that would seem to be
a long trip against a notable team.
The following week, Pacific plays
UC Davis, a traditionally strong
Division 2A team that is nationally
known; a good showing against
Davis will be a feather in the cap
for the Tigers. The game of the
season will be against Fresno State
in an almost unpredictable out
come on October 1 8 at 7 : oo pm.
Look for this game to be a heated
battle w h i c h possibly m ight
establish bragging rights in the

With 283 yards on the ground against Wyoming, Pacific is no:w
m
averaging 3 1 3.5 rushing yards per game, which puts them at seventh
the nation (a rarity for a team in the pass-happy PCAA).

New sta ndards
t0 gh on ath letes
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Save up to $500 on
the teaching tool that's
in a class by itself!
Zeni th Dual Drive Z- 148 PC.
Sugg ested Scho ol Price *:
Cln�udes Green or Amber Monochrome
Morutorl

$9 99.00

Suggested Retail Price:
Oncludang Monitor)

Perfect for t he classroom , the dual drive
Z- 1 4 8 PC offers yo u r stu d en ts t hese t o t a i
pe r forma n ce fea t u res :

$1,698.00

With the Zenith Z- 1 4 8 PC, you can

"

"

•

•

•
•
•

•

MS·DOS operating system- the one most
used in college and business today .

•
•

Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC�
software

•
•

256K of RAM - upgradable to 6-tOK

•

Up to 720K of floppy disk storage

•

A response time up to 60t;( faster than the
IBM P C �

•

And .the abili ty t o support most printers,
plotters, modems . mouse attachments and
monitors right out of the bo x.

>
·.

t :
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Communications & Wordproce ssing
Math & Spelling

Expository Writing

Computer Science & Programming

Natural & Phys ical Sciences

Busin ess Appli catio ns such as Acco untin
g&
Spreadsh eets
Individual stud ie� and mor e.

'"''YM+.

�- .,,. ,_
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{ 1 n i �coe rs i t -v H<>O k St(lre
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G ET C razy I

Dan ce

To m or ro W Ni gh t,
Se pt em be r 1 9t h
I n Th e U C Pa tio !
G oo d Tu ne s, G uy s , G a ls ,
a n d Fu n !
Co-S po n so red By The Pacifi ca n ,
R H A a n d U PB EAT _ .
Bri ng a F r i e n d !
WANTED :

BRIGHT , ARTICULATE , ENTHUSIASTIC ,
RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS FOR THE
FOLLOWI NG POSITION S

1 . Campus Tour G uides
2 . University Hosts/Hostesses

Mary Miller and Terl Grath attempt to block the strong alumni.

Vol leyb a l l sets u p for yea r
University of the Pacific's
Volleyball team is out to prove that
it is the Year of the Tiger, although
they dropped from national
ranking of number one to number

three.

rmoli!S:

a 's
'

I

'
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After losing their season
opener to the University o f
California, - Sa11ta
Barbara
Gauchos, Pacific captured first
place at the Colorado State
University Invitational with a
dramatic five-game win over CSU
in the fmals. Three lady Tigers
were named to the all-tournament
team: Liz Hert, Teri McGrath and
Mary Miller.
Miller led Pacific with 17 kills,
while McGrath tallied five blocks.
Captain Hert was chosen all
tournament after returning from a
pair of achilles tendon injuries
earlier in the season.
Tiger sophomore sensation
Elaina Oden returned from her
stint with the US Team this week in
time for action with Cal Poly on
Wednesday and Texas on Friday.
As frrst team all-American and the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
player-of-the-year, Oden spent the
past summer traveling with the
national team to the Goodwill
Games in the Soviet Union as well
as the World Championships in
Czechoslovakia.
This week the Tigers host a
trio of number one ranked teams.
Pacific currently is ranked third in
the CVCA Top Twenty Poll, while
Stanford leads the voting as the
country's number 1 ranked team.
Two visiting teams this week in
cluded Cal Poly and Texas. Cal

off as Pactfic defeated the 16th
Poly carne. into Stockton with a 6
and 1 overall ranking and a 2-0 ranked Lady Rams 15-6, 1 1-15, 915, 16-14 and 15-10.
PCAA ranking:
When asked what he would
Visiting Stockton on Friday
' do to make this year successful,
will be the Texas Longhorns. The
Dunning replied, ' Indeed, the
Longhorns had a pair of im
overall chemistry of the team is
pressive wins over last season 's
different. It's like a puzzle because
national runner-up Stanford at the
it doesn't matter how many pieces
CSU Invitational. Scores were 15of a puzzle you have, if they don't
12, 1 5-17, 15-1, 15-8 and 15-8, 15fit it won't wer�S 'YeaMnay -be
1 1 , _1 5-12.
.
a more successful year,' according
In an interview with Pacific's
to Dunning, 'because everyone is
Coach John Dunning, optimism
out to beat us.'
for the coming season could be
felt.
Dunning opens this week's
homestand at a 41-4 overall record
in his second season. He stated that
with Oden's return the team is now
faced with changes and com
plications. 'It is going to be a lot
different because we have been
practicing five weeks without her
and we're not used to having her
around.'
Another question mentioned
to Dunning was the team's play
against Santa Barbara and
Colorado State. After losing to
Santa Barbara, Dunning said that
the Gauchos were playing like it
was a national game. 'Every team
we play may try to play us harder
since we were the national cham
(OFF OUR
pions,' he stated.
In Pacific's game against
Colorado State, Pacific found it
self down in three games. They
needed the fourth and the fifth
games to capture the win. Dunning
said that he didn't have to do
anything to get the team physically
involved. Instead, he said that the
team has been in these situations
before and they have the experien
ce necessary. That experience paid

The Admissions Office seeks volunteers for the 1 986- 1 987 academic
year . Pick up more information today in the Admissions Office .
Applications due Friday , September 26th .
·

��come_ i9..v9 l ved i.!l_!he r�cruitment of pro pective UOP students .
Gain val uable communication s skills . Volunteer today !

CD'S

(COMPACT DISCS)
ONE OF THE
BEST SELECTIONS
IN STOCKTON!

N©W

COSMIC
HEROES

NVENTION
Miner and Center
Stockton, California
September 2 1 , 1 986
1 0:00 a.m. to 5 : 00 p.m.

ll� �

CQ)IFIF

LOW MARKED PRICE)

PRE-RECORDED
TAPES
FROM ALL
MAJOR LABLELS
W (()) \WI Il§ % (()) IFIF
(OFF OUR LOW MARKED PRICE)

SALE EFFECTIVE SEPT. 1 8-24,

ALL QUALITY
BACK PACKS
FROM
ALL COMPANIES
NOW ON SALE

NEW SELECTION
OF GREAT
WARM
JACKETS!

TO SHOW THEM OFF
WE OFFER A SALE OF

Admission: $2.00
For Information:

(OFF OUR LOW MARKED PRICE)

Call

(209) 957-3957
Special Guests:
ART ADAMS · artist of
LongshotiX·Men Annual
Marvel's Hottest A�tist
STEVE MONCUSE . writer
and artist of Fish Pollee

*

*

Our

r �1,?�

ED LUENA · artist of
Crow of the Bear Clan

Bigg�st Convention Yet

* *

I

(OFF OUR NEW PRICES)

I
I
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H you wan� fhecking service

so good, 1ts �teed.. .
we want the job.

·

first six months -just ask, and we'll refund
the monthly service charges you've paid.
Stop by the conveniently located
B of A branch near your campus and see
a Customer Service Representative for
complete details.
So if you want service so gocxl it's
guara nteed, plus more branches and
ATMs than any other bank, you
\vant Bank of America.

If you're looking for a bank close to

campus \vith ATMs wherever you happen
to go, check into Bank of America. You'll
get California$ most convenient checking
account for as low as $2.50 per month, and
something more - a money-- back guarantee
.
on service.
We're so sure you'll be satisfied with
B of A's service, that if you're not- for any
reason - and close your account \vithin the

m
,.

Bank of America
We want the job�

Bank

oi America :-.:T&SA

Thh offt!r npplie> only to pt'N 1nal chl·ckin� account� (lrened rrior to Decembe r 3 1 . 19�(1 and doc' not co,·cr char�e� for <l\'
erd ...-.
. .. t:
1,ts. re)ected tte ms. and
oth er accou m-re
·

·

Member FDIC
.
Iated servtces

e

